
 OVERVIEW

net2phone is a leading national and international UCaaS provider.  Our solution 
offers a full featured business communications solution, equipped with voice, text, 
and chat across any device, any wher

 KEY FEATURE AND DIFFERENTIATORS

- Ability to offer unlimited international calling to 30+ countries at no additional cost
- Unbundled pricing options to match specific business needs and requirements
- All features and unlimited calling are included in our pricing plans, no hidden fees 
or additional costs
- We are backed by IDT  T elecom, a global giant with over 25 years of experience
- A T RUE international presence and global offering

 LOCATIONS

Newark, NJ

Nationwide coverage, and 18 in-region channel sales managers

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Spain, Israel, Hong Kong

 SERVICE OFFERINGS

TELECOM
Hosted PBX and SIP T runking solutions.

CLOUD
Cloud business phone system, hosted PBX

INTERNATIONAL
International calling to 30+ countries
International phone numbers for 50+ countries and 300+ cities
International points of presence and data centers in 7 countries
Offices in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Spain, Israel, and 
Hong Kong
Ability to provide "dial tone" just about anywhere in the world

UCAAS
Voice, T ext, Chat, webRT C, Mobile App, Analytics
T he same business phone service can be enjoyed across devices, office locations, 
and continents
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 IDEAL CUSTOMER PROFILE

net2phone can help any business whether a small mom & pop shop or a Fortune 
500 enterprise. With our hosted unbundled and bundled options, we can provide 
solutions for every type of business, with any budget, and in any industry.  If a 
business is looking for a feature-rich, high value, low cost solution, with an 
unmatched calling plan, they should be talking to net2phone.

 CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

"We recently relocated our business and with move came the need to replace a 
20+ year old PBX system with big monthly bills. After investigating different VoIP 
providers we choose Net2phone because of their expertise and professionalism. 
T hey made us feel that our small business was important. T he other guys left us 
feeling too small for them. We converted 2 weeks prior to the move so everyone 
could get used to the new system and when it came time to move we had a plug 
and play system that worked perfectly! Our conversion/setup coordinator was just 
marvelous! He did everything asked and more even working on a Sunday night to 
get us ready to port. T he online training and additional set up guidance received 
was extremely on point and they tailored our system to fit our needs perfectly. We 
are very happy with our choice and confident that Net2phone will be there for us!" - 
Doug King - President - Switches Unlimited Inc

 QUALIFYING QUESTIONS

Do you have an on-premise phone system that is difficult to manage and 
expensive to support?
Do you have remote employees and offices you wish to connect?
Do you want the ability to receive calls even when not at your desk or in the office?
Do you want to offer your customers more efficient ways to reach you?
Are you being invoiced with heavy toll free, international, and long distance 
charges?
Do you have international customers, vendors, or offices?
Are you paying extra for features of your phone system?
Would you benefit from combining several methods of communication under one 
platform?
Would you benefit from the ability to send and receive texts from customers, 
directly or into departments?
Would you benefit from analytics such as communication metrics or call and chat 
engagement? 
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